UNIT AB EXTERIOR
10AB FOUNTAIN AVENUE
1ST FLOOR PLAN

1. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY FROM
   KITCHEN IN UNIT A.
   - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
   - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.

2. INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.
   - REMOVE DOOR AND FRAME AT ENTRY.
   - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY FROM
   KITCHEN IN UNIT A.

3. INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY FROM
   KITCHEN IN UNIT A.
   - FRAME AND CAULK FINISH.
   - INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.

4. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
   - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

5. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
   - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

6. PROVIDE A WEATHERSTRIPPING & INSULATION.
   - INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
   - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

7. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
   - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

8. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
   - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

9. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
   - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
   - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

10. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
    - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

11. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
    - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

12. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
    - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

13. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
    - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

14. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
    - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

15. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
    - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

16. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
    - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

17. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
    - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.

18. INSTALL NEW ENTRANCE WITH FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - REMOVE EXISTING LATTICE AT PORCH OR ENCLOSING SCREEN.
    - REMOVE EXISTING DOOR AND FRAME AT EAST ENTRY.
    - INSTALL NEW ENTRY DOOR AND FRAME AT WEST ENTRY.
1. REINSTALL STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN SINK.
2. INSTALL A NEW KITCHEN FAUCET (NO SPRAYER). INSTALL 3/8 PLUG TO CAP SPRAYER HOLE.
3. INSTALL NEW SUPPLY, WASTE AND MODIFY VENT PIPING TO ACCOMMODATE THE REDUCTION OF THE SINK INSTALLATION. INSTALL EXPANDING FOAM AROUND PIPES AT FLOOR/WALL PENETRATIONS.
4. INSTALL NEW DRAIN LINE AND P-TRAP TO THE SINK DRAIN.
5. INSTALL NEW HOT AND COLD WATER SUPPLY LINES TO THE NEW FAUCET. PROVIDE NEW SHUT OFF VALVES BEHIND THE CABINET. INSTALL EXPANDING FOAM AROUND PIPES AT FLOOR PENETRATIONS.
6. INSULATE THE HOT WATER SUPPLY PIPING IN THE BASEMENT FROM THE HOT WATER TANK TO THE NEW SHUT OFF VALVE BEHIND THE SINK CABINET.
7. MODIFY SIDE WALL SPRINKLER PIPING AND HEAD IN KITCHEN TO ACCOMMODATE NEW CABINET INSTALLATION. (COORDINATE WITH GENERAL CONTRACTOR).
8. INSTALL NEW HOT AND COLD WATER SUPPLY FROM BASEMENT TO 2ND FLOOR BATHROOM. INSTALL NEW SHUT OFF VALVES IN BASEMENT AND BELOW EXISTING SINK IN BATHROOM. FIRESEAL ALL THRU FLOOR PENETRATIONS: NEW AND EXISTING. (COORDINATE SEQUENCING WITH CONTRACTORS).
9. INSTALL ESCUTCHEONS AT ALL PIPE PENETRATIONS.

ELECTRICAL
10. INSTALL ONE NEW GFCI OUTLET ABOVE THE NEW BASE CABINET ADJACENT TO SINK. INSTALL TWO (2) NEW RECEPTACLES AT NEW CABINET INSTALLATION ON WEST WALL.
11. COORDINATE OUTLET PLACEMENT LOCATION WITH OWNER IN THE FIELD AND CABINET SHOP DRAWINGS.
12. INSTALL ONE (1) DEDICATED CIRCUIT TO THE REFRIGERATOR TO ACCOMMODATE NEW REFRIGERATOR LOCATION AT WEST WALL. PROVIDE NEW WIRE, OUTLETS AND BREAKER AS REQUIRED.
13. INSTALL NEW 4-PRONG RECEPTACLE FOR NEW ELECTRIC RANGE. LOCATE IN FRONT OF NEW GWB CHASE. COORDINATE WITH GENERAL CONTRACTOR. INSTALL NEW WIRING RUN BACK TO ELECTRICAL PANEL FOR RANGE. ALSO PROVIDE NEW PIGTAIL AND CONNECT TO RANGE FOR A COMPLETE INSTALLATION. PLUG IN UNIT AND TEST.
14. INSTALL NEW SELF CONTAINED HOOD FAN ABOVE STOVE. PROVIDE WIRING FOR A COMPLETE INSTALLATION. PROVIDE LAMP FOR HOOD FAN. (COORDINATE WITH CABINET INSTALLATION AND SUPPORT BLOCKING BY GENERAL CONTRACTOR)
15. REINSTALL HEAT DETECTOR MINIMUM 6' FROM STOVE. PROVIDE ALL WIRING AND CONNECTION TO FIRE ALARM PANEL.
16. INSTALL NEW UNDERCABINET LIGHTING ABOVE NEW SINK LOCATION. PROVIDE WIRING. PROVIDE WALL SWITCH.
17. INSTALL NEW INCON 1191 SERIES 26W LED CEILING LIGHT FIXTURE (1) AS SPECIFIED. ACCOMMODATE FOR NEW 3/4 GWB LAMINATE ON CEILING. INSTALL WIREMOLD. PROVIDE THREE WAY SWITCHING FROM ENTRIES TO KITCHEN.
18. INSTALL NEW INCON 1191 SERIES 26W CEILING FIXTURES (2) AS SPECIFIED WITH SWITCH IN EACH COMMON ROOM.
19. INSTALL MOTION LIGHT SENSOR WITH ON/OFF SWITCH AT BOTTOM OF STAIRS TO SECOND FLOOR CORRIDOR CEILING FIXTURES.
UNIT B - PROPOSED PLAN
10 B FOUNTAIN AVENUE
2ND FLOOR PLAN

1. INSTALL NEW FAUCET.
2. INSTALL NEW SINK.
3. INSTALL NEW DRAIN LINE AND P-TRAP TO THE SINK.
4. BREATHE SNAP.
5. INSTALL NEW COLD WATER SUPPLY LINES.
6. INSTALL NEW HOT AND COLD WATER SUPPLY LINES.
7. INSTALL ADJUSTABLE FAUCET.
8. INSTALL ALL NEW BAY WINDOW FAUCETS.
9. INSTALL ALL NEW PLUMBING RODS.
10. INSTALL ALL STEEL AND PLASTICS PLUMBING SUSTAINABLE.
11. INSTALL ALL STEEL AND PLASTICS PLUMBING SUSTAINABLE.
12. INSTALL ALL STEEL AND PLASTICS PLUMBING SUSTAINABLE.
13. INSTALL ALL STEEL AND PLASTICS PLUMBING SUSTAINABLE.
14. INSTALL ALL STEEL AND PLASTICS PLUMBING SUSTAINABLE.